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Join Luxe Interiors + Design Senior
Design & Market Editor Kathryn
Given as she previews the hottest
new trends in home furnishings
at the Las Vegas Market "Ahead
of the Curve.”

Retailers and interior designers looking
to get “Ahead of the Curve” will see
an exclusive preview of the hottest
new trends and designs in home
furnishings and décor from today’s
top designers this summer. Las Vegas
Market’s signature Ahead of the Curve
program will present another exciting
lineup in an intimate and engaging

panel discussion with Marie Flanigan,
founder of Houston-based Marie
Flanigan Interiors; Britany Simon,
founder of Scottsdale, AZ based
BSDH; Aimee Wertepny, Founder
and Principal Designer of PROjECT. in
Chicago, IL; Denise Morrison, Founder
and Principal Design of Denise
Morrison Interiors in Newport Beach,

CA and Kathryn Given, Sr. Design
& Market Editor for Luxe Interiors +
Design, as moderator. With a refreshed
look and a West-Coast designer focus,
Summer Market’s program is poised
to offer a one-of-a kind experience
that will provide designer insights,
recommendations, client experiences
and a Q&A session.
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TACTILE FINISHES

70’S STYLE

“Mixing finishes is a
timeless trend! Brass and
bronze have been industry
favorites for quite some
time, but I can’t get
enough of the latest
additions, including
texture-rich plaster,
matte black, cement
and antiqued silver.”

“From the runway to interiors,
designers are bringing the ’70s back.
I am seeing warm hues, vibrant colors,
and the mix of bold patterns
atterns with
geometrics, animal prints,
ints, checkers,
and plaids being used in
textiles. I also anticipate
te
more creativity with
shape and form acrosss
all market categories—
—
something I’ve been
craving for a while!”
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Monday, July 29, 2:30 – 4:30 pm
Marie Flanigan, Britany Simon,
Aimee Wertepny, Denise Morrison
with Kathryn Given of Luxe Interiors
+ Design as moderator
Building B, WorldView on Sixteen

The designers will shop the
showrooms at market, highlight
some of their favorite picks of market
visually on our Instagram Takeover,
#ViewOnVegas @LasVegasMarket,
and then will discuss their posts and
favorite items at the event. During the
presentation, they will describe the
items, why they were selected, what

trends are emerging and how they
would incorporate into a room. A
complete list of all the designers’
selections, along with showroom
locations, will be provided at the
close of the seminar so attendees
can see all the Ahead of The Curve
resources ﬁrst-hand. (0.15 CEU)

PRESENTED IN
PARTNERSHIP WITH
H:

Las Vegas Market has its finger on the pulse of what’s next and best in the home decor and design world.
Here, our four “Ahead of the Curve” panelists share their 2019 trend forecasts.
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BRONZE IS THE
NEW BRASS
“It was inevitable, but the
glamour of polished brass
is slowly being surpassed by a
raw and less refined,
honed-bronze finish.
It’s a stronger, more
confident look. We
think it looks amazing
on everything, from
the plane of a coffee
table, to a crispedge millwork
detail and decorative
home accessory.”
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“I’m seeing a movement
ces
toward statement pieces
that singularly carry a
space. As we are craving
ving
softer living and clean,
n,
chic interiors, peaceful
ul art
that does not overwhelm
elm
a room is trending. These
hese
pieces possess organic
ic
appeal and naturally
spark intrigue—making
g
them both meaningful,l,
focal point accessories
es in
the home.”and
Commonwealth.”
Four Hands, Boulders by Jess Engle
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